USAID CLEAN POWER ASIA

FOSTERING SUPPORTIVE
POLICY FRAMEWORKS
USAID Clean Power Asia supports efforts by Lower Mekong countries to foster an environment
conducive to the greater development and deployment of grid-connected renewable energy
(RE). Throughout the region, diverse stakeholders and international and regional experts
regularly convene to exchange lessons learned and best practices to institute frameworks that
reduce risks and encourage greater investment in RE. Successful approaches are documented
and shared widely to promote the scale up of existing RE installations while encouraging pilot
program development.
Policies and Incentives
Appropriate policies and incentives, delivered within transparent and readily understandable legal and
regulatory frameworks, are essential for countries wishing to achieve RE targets. Expected results include
an enabling environment that enhances the scale-up of renewable energy systems and individual country
progress towards low carbon solutions and economies.
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Regulations and Standards
Grid connection regulations, or grid codes, are essential for grid stability and reliability. Improvements in
grid codes can reduce or eliminate technical barriers to the development of renewable energy. USAID
Clean Power Asia provides technical assistance in streamlining policies and regulations to overcome these
barriers to scaling up RE development, as well as evaluating the impact of the policies and regulations on
key stakeholders.

Outcomes/Results
Distributed PV Policies
Net metering and self-consumption
policies:
- Solar policy white paper
- Economic and technical impact analysis
on utilities and ratepayers
- Customer economics for DPV
investment
- Policy briefs and technical input for
enhancing DPV adoption

Thailand

Competitive Procurement

Supporting RE Integration

Solar pilot auction:

Technical analysis and regulations:

- Market and regulatory analysis
- Auction design
- Auction announcement package which
includes auction announcement and
standardized templates, e.g., Power
Purchase Agreement and Concession
Agreement
- Auction implementation
- Evaluation of pilot auction

- Technical connection requirements
and technical standards for solar
projects
- Technical standards for battery energy
storage system
- Technical analysis on energy storage
system application

Vietnam

Guidelines and tools:
- Guidelines for conducting feasibility
study for solar, wind and biomass
projects
- Tools and capacity building for
conducting hosting capacity analysis
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Regional analysis, dialogue, and knowledge exchange on RE policies and regulations in Southeast Asia
- DPV trends in Southeast Asia
- DPV workshop and webinars
- International review of disruptive
technologies (i.e., distributed generation,
energy storage and electric vehicles) for
regulatory implications

- RE Incentives and Auctions: Lessons
Learned for ASEAN
- Asia EDGE Competitive Procurement
Dialogue
- ACEF Deep Dive Workshop on
Competitive Procurement

- Review of grid connection regulations in
ASEAN and international best practice
- Regional workshop on energy storage

CONTACT
USAID Regional Development Mission for Asia
Athenee Tower, 25th Floor
63 Wireless Road
Patumwan, Bangkok 10330
Email: info-rdma@usaid.gov
www.usaid.gov/asia-regional
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Email: hello@usaidcleanpowerasia.org
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